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----Mrs. G. B. Scott is in Campbell's
Clinic following an operation to set
her hip, broken in a fall on Wednesday night.
According to her son John, Mrs.
Scott was leaving the home of Miss
Hattie Beale to get in the car when
the accident occurred. She was holding to Miss Beale when Miss Beale
stepped on a rock, turning her ankle
causing her to fall. MrsScott
also, breaking her hip. Miss Beale ,
apparently WAS not injured.
Mrs. Scott was taken to Campbell's Clinic' in Memphis where the
operation was performed yesterday.
Mrs. Scott as reported to be resting
well.
Her room number is 406. Campbell's Clinic, Memphis. Tennessee.
I

600 Bodies Found With 1500
More Believed To Be Buried

!power supplies were cut off by the
'quake. Authorities rushed in food
I and pure water to try to avert the
, 11,15 lat• 551 POMO PIN I I. ••• •
5,15.5
51551.-SKOPJE. Yugoslavia Tee —A "mi- I threat of pestilence and famine.
OW.. Of LiO 41.• 0151 •nt.i. 54 COY .54•
nor tremor" rocked the center of I
Wandering among the troops were
earthquake - stricken Skopje today weeping children and adults searchThe magic hies are blooming
Broz Tito ing for their families in the ruins
now_ They are the pink Mlles you
began an inspection tour.
or in crowded hospitals.
see at the end of long thin sterns.
Yugoslav newsmen near Tito reOne of the first eye witness reThey are magic in that they seem
ported the tremor wobbled the earth ports of the nightmare disaster
to come up and bloom overnight.
a few seconds after the grim-faced .came from Guy Mialle. a French
leader 0-ppeci into the once proud, tourist, who returned to Belgrade
They really don't, but they apnow Joined main square that bears Friday night with his wife.
pear that way because the long thin
his name.
"We were camping by our car
green stems are hardly noticeable
The old soldier did not flinch, the in Skopje Park. and at about '5
among the other greenery and the
reports said
a. m., we drove towards the center
foliage of the plant is absent when
Tito, thsy said, walked on, intent of the sleeping city," Miaille said.
bloom
they
on wet:alma recut' crews recovering "Coming into the town on the right
bodies and searching for the many -hand side of the road In front of
In August another color of magic
persons still trapped.
'
us lay a great old bridge. .
Mlles will start blooming. They are
•
The official news agency Darling
"At that moment, the earth termdeeper pink than the ones now in
said -official information received bled. The force was terrific. The
KENTUCKY'S INTERSTATE SYSTEM AND PARKWAYS ON JULY 1, liNkit
bloom Why they bloom a month
by the government committee co- army club and other buildings began
•apart is a mystery.
with 'I-64 to *ear Pleaaant View. This major
ordinating "the rescue work placed to fall like houses of cards. Huge
FRAN'KF'ORT, -- Forty-six per Parkway near Princeton, continue I US-42. It will tie in late
to 1-71. route from Michigan to Florida will
the number of bodies as of 8 a.m. stones flew about like cannonballs
cent of the interstate and parkway west to near Paducah and bridge and then stretch 22.5 miles
. The magic lilly foliage ccenes up
This expressway system will be ca- Cram 12 Kentucky counties and serve
at 600.
The car was taking a terrible beatroad system planned in Kentucky the Ohio River into Illinois.
Lexington.
and it looks as though something is
Thousands May Be Dead
ing. We leaped for safety.
Western Kentucky Parkway—now pable of handling Louisville's heavy Covington. Georgetown,
Is either open to traffic or under
Richmond. Berea. London and Correally going to happen, but the
Unofficial estimates said another
-In front of us had been an
oomeruction. according to the State under construction. This route ex- traffic volume.
leaves just wither and die away You
1 50o bodies are expected to be found. empty square. Now it asas jammed
Interstate 71-mainly in planning bin.
tends from 1-65 near Elizabethtown
Department of Highways
eet the impression that the lilly has
stage. although some right-of-way
The injured total from Friday's with screaming, panic-stricken peoInterstate 275 will extend around
About 220 miles of interstate roads to Princeton, 127 miles If 1-24 is
done all it is going to do Then in
acquired in Louisville area. This 77- the Cincinnati area, 24 miles of
disastrous earthquake probably will ple. Many of them wore nothing
and.parkways art open and 244 miles not located in this area, the Parkcolored
three
Police are seeking
July the blooms come
mile route will reach from 1-254 which will be in Kentucky.
run into the thousands. the reports but nightshirts or pajamas.
are under construction. the Depart- way will extend to the Paducah area.
men in connection with a/ breakin said.
lilt By Stone
Paving is more than half .completed near Louisville to .1-75 at Walton.
ment reports
Interstate 471, a spur from 1-275 early yesterday ltioaning. according
and then conThe MA's like weather were
Unofficial reports raid this morn"One'Man ran down the street
Under construction and partially and this Parkway is scheddTed to be south of Cincinnati,
In Campbell County through New- to Sheriff Woodrow Rickman.
been having the past several days,
tinue bearing both 1-71 and 1-75
ing's tremor was "minor" and near the club. A flying stone knockcompleted are Interstate 64, 66. 75 opened this fall.
port is in the planning stage and
A general store owned by Pete I "mild." It did little more than cause ed him flat. I went to help him, but
brings growth that is unusual This
Interstate,65 — fifty-six miles. markers to Cleveland, Ohio. It will will add six miles to the system.
and 264 and the Mountain and
entered,
WRS
Mason of Lynnville
includes tthe grass which almost Western Kentucky Parkways. Either from Louisville to Upton, including cross; seven Kentucky counties.
to look up from their he was dead. The street lay in ruins
Mountain Parkway- ,Forty three however a burglar alarm was set rescue workers
Interstate 75 -- will extend 188
needs mowing twice a week
and then return IA teachers' training college was a
in planning or engineering phases the Kentucky Turnpike now open.
miles from Winchester to Campton off. signaling Mr. Mason in his shovels and picks
miles from Covington—Cincinnati
• said.
theiro
heap of rubble, with sinThake belchare Interstate 24, 71. 275 and 471 Work in progress through downtown
open to traffic. Under construction house. Mason got his shotgun and
bridge now under constructionr to
The Rank of Murray is downThe reports said Tito. who led a ing out.
and the Central Kentucky. Parkway. Louisville- and superstructure of
are XI miles from Campton to_Saly- went to his store and found two
the Tennessee border, estimated to
right beautiful with its unusual color
during World War
"Sonic local people helped us ti
The Department gives this review bridge across Ohio River to Jefferersville. To connect with this Park- men inside and fired away at them, guerrilla rebellion
cost $240 millton. Open to traffic
scheme, furniture and fixtomiL It of Kentakkra multi-million nails: sonville. Ind , being placed
the country into a fix up our car as beat we could, and
way, 128 miles of modern two-ritne. apparently hitting them since a . II and turned
34 milts from Covington. to
would be a credit to a town'di
but independent nation we drape to. the..atagort latere we
Central Kentucky Parkway---this are
.toillfree highways will be built, one quantity of blood was fotind in the !Communist
gilder A& .direation. of
Williamstown; 12 miles from Porter
times the size of liturray.
•
, after the war, received an almost got a special flight to Belgrade."
ghway Commissioner Henry Ward. 72-mile four-lane highway will -exsection from Salyersville to Pike- store.
Road to Georgetown eight miles
tumultuous welcome from the surTanlugsaid the disaster was causbeginning with projects in the west tend from 1-65 at Elizabethtown
ville via Prestonsburg and another
Mason had boarded up the back
from Clay's Ferry Bridge aKentucky
Approximately enough part of the and continuing across the state
through Hardin. Nelson. Washingsection from Campton to Whites- of • the store and thought he had vivors in the stricken city of 200.- ed by a series of three tremors which
Riven to Richmond, and four miles
decor is in gold.
000
hit the city in a space of 30 seconds.
Interstate 24—route to be estab- ton, Anderson, Mercer and Woodburg via Hazard. Work is under way
them cornered, but they had removs
from Saxton to the Tennessee bordSkopje once had served as someThe big electric clock at Skopje
on three miles from Ky. 114 to
lished by Federal Bureau of Public ford counties to US-60 near Verout
ran
ad some ot the boards and
Highway department finally got Roads Kentucky Highway Depart- sailles. When coupled with other er. Under construction are 18 miles
thing or a model of what Tit's Railway Station stopped at 515
from
miles
nine
about
Prestonsburg.
the back of the store.
the lanes in right order on the east ment suggests it begin at Tennessee trunklines. this Parkway will give from Ka. 36 near Williamstown to
brand of national communism would a. m., the time of the first shock.
Van Cleve to Jackson and a section
He said that as they ran out. a do. Today he stepped through the
Porter Road north of Georgetown;
side of the square Going south,
border. pass west of Hopionsville, Kentuckians their east-west crossHazard.
The
and
between
Combs
the
of
front
1954 Buick came Co the
6.2 miles from Georgetown to Lexyou pull into the left lane now. connect with Western
pas.sed the
Kentucky state route. It is estimated to cost
Mountain Parkway and 126 miles store, driven by a third party, and debris-filled streets and
ington, 6.6 miles from near LexFormerly the right lane was for
crumbled walls of earthquake-shatroads
of
unite
$53.5 million.
will
eastconnecting
off
took
and
the two jumped in
ington to the Kentucky River; a
those who wanted 'to go straight
tered apartment houses and govInterstate 64—forty miles of this
ern and central Kentucky with a
quickly. He fired one blast into the ernment buildings.
new bridge over the river at Clay's
ahead or turn right and the left
nibelern
network
192-mile route are open from Louextending
through
driver,
the
left side of the car near
Ferry, and three miles from Saxton
lane was for those who planned to
Inspected Hospusts,
Lavine to US-60 east of 'Frankfort
11 counties.
however failed to stop it. Mason
turn east. It has been reversed, now,
Tito inspected the makeshift hosand 18 miles from Winchester to
More than half of Kentucky's 120
driving
said had he known the car
but a lot of folks have not noticed
pitals in the once green parks near
east of Mt Sterling 1-64 will excounties will have either an interup was a -getaway" car, he could the city's riverbanks. He talked to
it as yet Going east or straight
tend in Kentucsy from Louisville
state or parkway within their bordhave shot the driver or done some- soldiers and civilian volunteers.
ahead, you move to the left lane
to the West Virginia border. Eleven
ers and 12 counties will have two
the
thing to stop him, but that at
and turning right, you use the right
The 70-year-old leader appeared
miles from the Big Sandy River in
or more super-roads.
time he did not connect the car with deeply moved by what he saw and
line
OWENSBORO, Ky. tPV — Daviess
Boyd County to the Carter County
Money for financing the interstate
the theft.
what he heard.
line are expected to be completed County officials today sought to network comes mostly from the FedSheriff Dick Castleman of Graves
Home from the captial. a business
Tanjug said he flew to the agthis year. Fourteen miles from near Identify a man whose body, weights! eral government, with the U. S.
burgCounty said that two other
man looked out the window and saw
port outside the city, and then drove
Lexington Co west of Winchester are ed with concrete blocks, was found furnishing nine of every $10 of the
e
laries were reported during t h
Two men were taken in Chicnao
a big log floating down the river.
to the outskirts. His attractive wife
under construction This route will Friday in the Ohio River.
cost of the routes. Kentucky's share
night, one at Hickman and one at Jovanka remained at home. Tito lest week and are being held as susHe pointed out to a friend. "See
Authorities said three teen-aged of the interstate costs is supplied
serve 12 counties and the cities of
Berkley, in Carlisle County. It is left his car on the edge of the pects in the robbery' and death of
Rev. J. Howard Nichols will conthat log", he said. "That's just like
Louisville. Shelbyville, Frankfort, boys discovered the body in about by two bond issues---$100 million
thought all three robberies are con- smashed downtown section.
Don McDougal. the 32 year old son
Washington If you'll examine it chide his service as minister of the
Lexington, Winchester. Mt. Sterl- five feet of water while searching, and $90 million, approved by the
nected with the three men involved
closely, you'll find 10.000 ants on First Christian Church here toOnly military and rescue vehi- of Mr. and Mrs. Toy McDougal of
ing, Morehead and Ashland.
for a spot to fish about a mile be- voters in 1958 and 1SCO.
a
in the Lynnville robbery.
fy the log—and each one thinks he s morrow after having served for the
cle', were allowed into the ruptured Murray_
Interstate 264 iWatterson Ex- low Lock and Dam 46 here.
,The twa aarawsys i, w under cont Mr. asPolice reported that
Hollis Randall Griggs. 19 and Raypast eight years. He has resigned presswayi—this is a 14-mile route
steering it". '
heart of Skopje:Tao walked through
The boys waiteel for officers to strui..Lion wee float er I by separate
on and his wife Maxine were involv- the sidia streets and almost all the mond Sherman 22 both of Chicago
and plans to leave for further study
---ir.i!lion for the
circling Louisville from Shively to arrive, then waded into the river bond ise.lr•
ed in the shootout with .the robbers main arteries of Skoje. Stepping over are being held by
..One teen to another: "I'll never and work elsewhere.
139 million
to retrieve the body. Before the Wester. :ientucity
McDougal was beaten and Abed
returning the fire. About 100 shots and around rocks and hunks of conRev. Nichols a graduate of Phillips
understand men—if I live to be
:,ect
he Mountain
victim could be brought to shore for Ca,
on July 19 and subsequently died of
were exchanged by the two nearly crete, he entered the square.
twenty."
University, Enid. Oklahoma. has
ri
-Alien for the
two concrete block.; had to be cut
trapped men inside the store and
served the Murray church and the
Theta the _reports said, the tre- his injuries His funeral was held
second section. The Central Kenfrom a rope around his .heat.
this morning at 10:00 o'clock at
the two store owners.
If we eould see ourselves as cornirrunity as minlater, teacher,
mor greeted him_
Police said they could not de- tucky Parkway also will be conMr. Mason escaped death narrowothers see us, we would probably civic leader and friend He has enUnofficial reports have said as tie J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
termine how long the body had been structed with bond money.
ly when. he,first arrived arid kicked many as 15.000 may have died. with T. A. Thacker officiating.
deared himself to the community".
deny it.
WITH SWIFT' STRIKE III FOR- in the water and could not tell the
The pallbearers at the funeral this
open the door and shouted for those Many thousands were inn:red.
and it Is with regret that his friends
Carolina-s — Airman victim's age. The body was clothed
the
in
CES
inside to come out, The reply he - Authorities said about 80 per cent morning were all members of his
A ben-pecked husband was terriply and congregation say goodbye to
Second Class Franklin D. Maupin in khaki shirt and trousers, which
received was from a pistol about of the buildings in the, city, which graduating class at Murray High
gi disappointed when his wife gave him at his final service Sunday night
of Murray, Ky., is one of the Air police said could possibly have been
25 feet away. He retorned the fire lies in a rugged mountain valley, School and are as follows: Charles
birth to a baby daughter. He con- a spoke-sman for the church said.
C o in m and a messenger's uniform.
Air
Tactical
Force's
and the running gun battle continu- were destroyed when the earth- Beaman, Joe Pat Bland, William
fided to a friend. "I was hoping for The members of the church and
A preliminary autopsy indicated
TAC)'members now providing comed until the two we're able to get quakes struck at 5:15 a. m.. Fri- Hopkins. Joe Graves Baker, Howard
a boy to help me with the house- friends will Rather in the educationground forces the man died before his body was
for
support
air
bat
Brandon, Billy Joe- Farris. Dr. Tom'out the back of the store.
al building of the church for a
work".
day.
III being dropped in the river. No water was
my Parker. and Joe Downs.
The driver of the car first stopped
dinner in honor of him, his wife in exercise Swift Strike
Vine
by
was
Tito
accompanied
held in this area through August found in his lungs.
Police reported that several roband children
at the store, then drove about two President Aleksandar Rankovic and
hundred yards away and started Federal Assembly President Ecivard beries occurred on Saturday in ChiRev. Nichols has been a popular 16.
Airman Maupin, son of Mrs. Luspeaker in the local schools and
firing at the Masons. The two men Kardelj, according to the official cago with all of them following the
St.,
same general pattern. In each case.
civic organizations and has been vean Maupin of 308 N. Sixth
finally got out the back of the store Yugcslav news agency Tannig.
Including that of McDougal. the
active as a member and leader in Murray is an aircraft navigation
and ran for the automobile. The
Teams
Watches
Rescue
wallet of the victim was returned
the Murray Ministerial Association. equipment repairman. He end other
automobile plated them up then
searching
teams
rescue
saw
He
Graves Hendon, manager of WestmainThe Calloway County ConservaMrs_ Nichols has been an asset TAC personnel are flying and
whirled by the store. As it did Mr. for victims among Skopje's many to hint after the robbery.
ern Kentucky Stages announced toUnited Press International
When the robberies were reportto the community and the church, taining more than 500 combat and tion Club is having a ham and pheaMason fired two blasts into the side new buildings. Tito had done exthe U.S. sant shoot on Sunday at 12:30 p m. day that a•special bus for transporgiving much time to the women's assault aircraft involved in
of the car and he said he saw one tensive building in Skopje. blend- ed, police recognized the method
tation to the drama Stars in My
Strike Command training maneuver. at the Ernest Batley farm.
of operation as that of James Hall.
man slump.
ing ancient and modern in a patse° work of the church and serving with
High Yesterday
e ICenlak e Amph•itheatNew techniques, con c ep t s and
cold Crown at the
Ehells, sandwiches, and
19 of Chicago. They went to his
the youth program.
century
20th
vigortern
combinging
69'
Low Yesterday
better drinks will be sold on the grounds. er. will be started on Friday August
home and found Griggs and SherBoth RRY. and Mrs. Nichols are equipment are being tested to
charm.
with
old-world
74°
7:15 Today
2.
centrally Everyone is invited.
man, but Hall was not there A
talented musicians and both sing develop independent and
The earthquakes appeared to cenRain fall
power RS the
radio and lighter belonging to one
and play the organ and piano and controlled tactical air
$1.00
be
person.
will
per
fare
The
Tao's
in
named
square
a
on
ter
Kentucky Lake 7 am. 357.4', up
of the victims was found in the
have contributed their talents in mast effective means of supporting
The bus will be run each Friday
honor. The 187-room Macedonia HoSTILL SERIOUS
0.1. Below dam 303.6, no change in
land operations. Air Force tactical
home.
this field.
August.
during
comcollapsed
011
tel.
square,
the
24 hours.
a The victims identified the two as
The public Is invited to attend air support will get emphasized atdozen
a
ofabout
only
and
pletely
phase
The bus will pickup passengers
the First Christian Church Sunday tention during a special flying
Preston Guest. age 56. passed away` its occupants are known to have ;he persons woo robbed them.
READING. Pa. ern — Three-year - at the Student Union Building on on Wednesday July 24 at 11:35 in
4
and hear Rev, Nichols and wish him of the exercise.
survived.
Airman Maupin, whose wife, Ver- old Robert Gr1nnage, one of 48 the Murray State campus at 6:45, Washington, D. C.
Sunset 7:08; sunrise 4:58.
well on his new venture
Rescue workers this morning said
Technical
of
daughter
three
poisoned
the
is
and
adults
nonia,
children
6:50
at
Restaurant
Collegiate
the
at
The local church is attempting to
He is survived by his wife Mrs. they could hear the screams of the
GregWarfield
gas
Mrs.
sli/1111a
and
chlorine
at
escaping
by
Sergeant
the
at
pickup
will
final
a
and
make
find a new minister to replace Rev.
Pauline Henry - Guest; daughters hotel's doorkeeper from the rubble
Western Kentucky — Partly clouFla., is ming pool Friday, remained in the National Hotel at 7:00 p. m. All
Nichols according to James Rudy ory of Homestead APB.
Edwina and Prestene.
They dug, without letup to try to
dy. warm and humid with scattered
unit
TAC
St.
list
at
Joseph's
a
critical
today
to
assigned
permanent
said,
Hendon
prompt,
be
will
times
Allbritten, chairman of the church
The funeral will be held today at reach .4he injured man, believed
----afternoon and evening thunderHospital.
Homestead.
at
p.
8:00
at
m.
begins
play
the
since
board.
Lee's Funeral Home in Washington. buried in a crevice under tons of
The Royal Ambassadors of the
showers today through Sunday. High
Andrew Stopper, 46. an employe
The bus will stop directly in front
Spring Creek Baptist Church went
masonry.
today near 90. Low tonight in low
of the city pool and track coach of the ticket office of the amphiCORRECTION
NOW YOU KNOW
The army rushed in food and swimming last week.
_
at Reading School, was in good con- theater and will pick up the pRS70s.
SWIM PARTY
Those attending were: Charles
chemical supplies for the injured
The Ledger and Times wishes to dition at Reading Community Hos- sengers again after the play at the
Greer, Jimmy
and an estimated 100.000 homeless. Greer. Kenneth
United Press International
make a correction of an error which pital as were 13 others admitted to same location.
Police and troops guarded shops Greer. Roger Mitchell. Bobby OutThere will be a swim party for the
were
and
rots
hospitals.
treated
The
River
the
is
of
world's
story
the
in
Amazon
recently
The
occurred
temperatures:
a.
5
The
Those persons wishing to use this 4th, 5th and 6th grades at the Cal- in the, heart of the city and helped land, William Rosa and a visitor.
Louisville 70, Lexington. Hopkins- mightiest flow of fresh water, ac- the death of Charlie Jetton Eaker. released.
facility are asked to call the bus loway County County Club Monday with the rescue and identification Michael Samples
got
blast
full
the
of
Stopper
the
Geographic
inlisted
was
National
name
mother's
the
His
to
cording
Covington
71,
Paducah
vine and
Councilors were Bro. David Stress.
Lentil deadly gas in the face, but lie ran station for reservations at phone from 10:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. Each work.
67, Bowling Green 68, London 64, Society. With its tributaries, It correctly. Her name is Mrs
Bobby Mitchell, Danny CunningFear Famine and Disease
number 753-3934 or the Stars in My child will bring a sack lunch for
Evansville. Ind , 69 and Hunting- drains 27 million square miles of Jane Baker, wife of the late Charlie outside and told a lifeguard to lead
himself and one non-member guest.
All communications, water and ham and Max Bailey.
the children away from the pool. Crown office at number 753-6848.
T. Eaker.
South America.
ton. W Va , 65
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By WILLIAM F. SUNDERLAND
United Press International
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SATURDAY — JULY 27, 1963

MIIRRAT. KENTUCIll

Quotes From The News

20 Years Ago This Week Song Of The Open Road Is Sad

LEDGER & TDatS FILE
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Leas
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
al the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
WASHINGTON — President Kennedy, appealing to the
Will E. Calhoun died -Saturday night at his homes near
eas erald. October 211, 1938, and the West Kentuckian, January
°3
Ti,113
nliggVidl°11
American people to support the partial test ball agreement
194&
Elm Grove of paralysis. He was 74 years of age.%
reached in Moscow:
Charlie G. Barton, who lived west of Murray on the Lynn
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH:EH
"The treaty is not the millennium, it will not resolve all
Grove Highway, died Friday night. He was 73 years of age.
We reserve the right to retort any Advertising, Letters to the Editor. conflicts, or cause the Communists to forego their ambitions.
Pvt. Tom Wiswell, checker champion stationed at Camp
ar
Voice Mara whieb. hi our opinion, are not for the best in- But It is an important first step--a step toward peace—a step
Tyson,. showed a crowd of checker enthusiasts in Murray a
Wrest of our readers,
toward reason—a step away from war."
few tricks here Monday afternoon Pvt. Wiswell played withNATIONAL SEPRISENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO... 1509
out seeing the board and won every game.
Mbdison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time Si Lite Bldg., New York. N.Y.;
TOKYO —South Korean Foreign Minister Kim Yong
Miss Frances Sexton left Tuesday night for Cincinnati
Stephenson Bldg, Detzelt, Mich.
Sink, warning that'the current split between Russia and Red
to attend the recital of her sister, MI88 Jane Sexton.
China
the
free
not
world
be
regarded
that
should
as
a
sign
Entered at the Peet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
can relax:
Second Class Mattis.
"Red China and Soviet Russia used to be in the same boat.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier m Murray, per week 20e, per
Mane' 85e. In Calloway and adjoining countess, per year, $4.50; else- Now they are in separate boats, shouting at each other. But
LEDGER & TIMER FILE
they are rowing in theesame direction."
where, $8.00.

30 Years Ago This Week

ante Onetemiling Civic Asset of e Conanntnity is the
Integrity ad its ifinnessiesta

HAVANA — Cuban Premier Fidel-Castro, declaring that
Noah Rogers, prominent Calloway County farmer of the
the United States eventually will have to deal with his regime: Brown's Grove community, won a $5 prize last week in a
"What other choice do they have? They will have to co- strawberry contest.
SATURDAY — JULY 27, 1963
exist with us because we are here and we shall continue to be
William S. Shoemaker, one of the best-known, popular
here."
and most substantial farmers of the New Providence section,
ANY TREATY WITH SOVIET NEEDS CLOSE SCRUTINY
died early Tuesday morning at his home from injuries reNEW YORK — The Rev. D. M. Potter, explaining why ceived when he jumped from a moving truck.
•
more white citizens should take part in civil rights demon- - One of the saddest deaths in Murray in some time was
N vie/ of America's experience with Soviet perfidy where
strations:
that Sunday morning of Miss Lorena Tyree, beautiful and
"agreements" are concerned, the U S. Senate surely will want
"It's inevitable that- if Negroes went in alone, It would talented young woman, at the home of her mother. She was
a long, close look at the test-ban document about to be initial- get violent. We feel that more whites should participate be- 25 years old.
ed at Moscow; and more than cursory examination of the cause this is not a struggle of the Negro per se—it is all of
struggle."
proposed treaty—innate thereto—that will be submtited ba

One For The New York Mets
By FRED DOWN
United Press International
The song of the open road is the
saddest song of all for the New York
Mete
This is the saddest of all major
official today
league teams and
that the sad, sad song of the open
road is their official theme song.
New York fans have accepted
them with an ainuSed tolerance and
even glamorized their ineptitude but
in foreign cities they find their real
home becau.se they ere accepted with
open arms. They are the solution to
every manager's problem—the team
that can't win for trying.
It went into the record book Friday night when the Houston Colts
whipped them, 7-3, and handed
them their aOth straight loss on the
road. No team in all the annals of
modern major league baseball history ever did that beiore and 1.1
you're looking for a worse for more
big league expansion you'd better
check commissioner Ford C. Frick.
Casey Stengel is fresh out of ideas.
Details? They're awful
The Colts scored seven runs in
the first inning. They got three
walks and starter Tracy Stallard hit
a batter. Rusty Staub, Bob Lillie
and Dick Farrell hit singles. Al
Spangler hit a double and Bob Aspronionte hit a grand slam homer.
A Fatale Try
The Mets made a pathetic effort
to avoid topping the all-tune record
fbr road futility set by the 1918
Philadelphia Ataletics when they
rallied for three runs in the third
inning but Dick Farrell, a tough
cookie who knows ii pigeon when
he sees one, settled down and shut
them out for the rest of the way to
score his eighth victoiy of the season.
The Philadelphia Phillies defeated

Pinson and Johnny Edwards had
three hits apiece for the Reds
Bob Gibson's four-hit pitching and
Ken Boyers two-run bower paved
the way tor an easy victory over
the Cubs. It was Cabana's 12th win
of the seaman while Paul Toth was
tagged with his sixth defeat.

•

by United Press International
AMERICAN JLEA.GUR
W.
La.
Put. 0 8.
62 35 .639
New York
57 48 .514 111
Baltimore ___
Chicago --------54 45 .545 9
for ratification.
Minnesota
54 40 -540 9';
52 48 .531 101.,
For reasons far more germane than ceremony, a senator_
Boston
49 52 486 16
Cleveland
ial delegation should be present for the sub-summit pro48 52 465 17 _ _
Kansas City
ceedings—to double-check what W. Averell Harriman, Lord
48 68 482 17is
Los Angeles
Hailsham. and Andrei Gromyko have wrought; and in addi__ 41 55 .427 90+s
Detroit
FRED
DOWN
By
Senators beat the Detroit Tigers.
35 84 .3M 28
Washington
tion to being a bipartisan group, the representation for that
United Press International
3-1, in other AL gfarnes.
Friday's Results
purpose should consist of foreign policy realists. The Senate
The New York Yankees' American. The Orioles moved into &mond
Boston 5 Los Angeles 4, night
The young executive who habit- wasako fight left? Theee men kenw.
League rivals know how old-time place behind the three-ha pitching
Foreign Relations Committee has men of sterner stuff than ually drank too many martinis at They had been down
New York 6 Minnesota 5, night
the same road. visitors
felt when they bought the of Met Pappas and the help of a
Cleveland 3 Kansas city 2, night
J. William Fulbright—its chairman—whose theme it has lunch—the housewife who hid botEmphasizing that there were no
Brooklyn Bridge because after a via- two-run homer by Johnny Powell
Washington 3 Detroit 1. night
been that the Khrushchev regime has become so "moderate" tles in the clothes hamper—the "musts- in A. A. Al's enters invited it to Yankee Stadium thit year and a three-run homer by Johimy
Baltenbre 6 Chicago 0, night
construction foreman who drank him to see what the Fellowship had
they're lucky to escape with their (arsine). Dave DeBusachere suffered
that it now is not only possible but advisable To do business aad brawled his way through a doz- to offer. And
Today's GIII1111111
with understanding shirts and gold teeth,
his fourth loss for the White Sox It
Minnesota at New York
with it,
en jobs.
they gave him hope. As someone had
e
un
tl the Orioles' fourth consecutive
Kansas City at Cleveland
told them, they said: -If we can do
The Yankees are always tough
Consulting the record of post-war dealings, the American
Different environments. different it.
Washington at Detroit
you can do it."
but playing them at home is like
Bar Association came up with this sufficient warning: "Dur- situations. yet they all traveled down
Los Angeles at. Boston
fighting Sonny Liston in a. dark.
Stuart
Ties
Score
Maybe I can at that. Al thought.
Chicago at Baltimore, 2, twanight
ing the last 25 years, the U.S. has had 3,400 meetings with the the same brae!, road and fought the
alley. There's no percentage in it.
same losing battle against alcohol And it was the first time in quite a
Sunday's Gaines
Dick Stuart tea the score with a
"Our team, especially our pitching,
Communists--including Teheran. Yalta, Potsdam, Panmun- They switched to light wines or
while that he really dived think he is geared
the stadium.
.explains two-run homer and the Red Sox , the 1-4)3' Angeles plidgers' 8-5' the Chicago at Baltimore
for
jom, and Geneva. The negotiations spoke 106 million' words. beer, yet still got drunk--went on might.
San Francisco Giants beat the Pit- Washington at Detroit. 2
manager Ralph Houk. viewing the went on to score the decisive runil
All thiS: telt led to 52 major agreements and Soviet Russia the wagon only to fall off again.
of their victory over the Angels reel lsh
_ urgh Pirates. 8-4, the Cincinnati Kansas City at Cleveland, 2
Yankees'
current
eight-game
lead
Ala
visitors became his sponsors
Their pasts were littered with broken
ed
bombarded the Milwaukee Minnesota at New York, 2
a double by Ed Bressoud and a sinthrough
a
has broken 50 of them.
cloud
of
Aar
smoke.
Braves, 11-1, and the St. Louis Car- Los Angeles at Boston. 2
promises to employers. lasid ones —the men who would work, closely'
roadgle by Bob Tu
"Also,
when
we
play
on
the
with
him during, his first few monThe Senate knows that. even if the rosy glow prevails, to and themselves..
canals topped the Chicago Cubs, 4-1,
Picked up his
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
ths in A. A They helped him stay the fans turn out to see us beaten
fifthsict°rY
in other NL garnets.
IN I..
Team
bathe in soft light the ensuing tableau—and solemn promises
G B.
It was only when they met in away from a drink that day—pour- and they help get the other teams Innings of middle-inning relief al- i Tony Taylor drove in five
runs
82 30 .814
Angeles
Los
on paper all ornamented with seals.
Alcoholics Anonymous that these ed coffee into him: took him for a 'up.' Sometimes its like taking on though Dick Radatz finished.
lead
to
57
et
.584
6
Moe Drabowskas third wild pitch I with three singles
the Phil- at'"Is
Congress as a whole knows. It was Rep. Craig Hosmer, Individuals like 300.00 others were long Salk. and somehow postponed a whole city."
58 46 .540
of the game enabled Al Luplow to lies to their 20th victory in 26 games San Francisco _
able to get sober and stay sober. it, for ten minutes, and then for
month.
Chris
Short
this
picked
up
+
55
Cincinnati
47
.539 7ie
member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, who warnWell, the Minnesota Twine could- ware from third base with the winAnd when they could, they pawed another ten . minutes through the
53 48 .535 $
n't bring all their fans to New York. ning run for the Indians ,Jack Kra- his third win for the Philliea al- Chicago
ed thnee months ago--concerning the part in question and - thew
,qualities on TO those who still Sag.
Baldechun,
one
of
Jack
the
though
Philadelphia
53 49 .520 9'S
Friday night and they'll settle Sun- lick started poorly but eettled down
the assertion thaj. it would lessen the Free World dangers sttffered
50 50 .300
Soon, they took Al to his first A day night to escape with all their and shut out the Athletics for the. unsung relief aces of the seaaon. Pittsburgh
Dodg50 51 ape 12
miesauisee
eighth.
took
The
over
in
the
faced: "Prudence, requires that this assertion be examined l Formed In 1935 by two desperate A. meeting. The room was filled and ball players. Because the Yankees last six Innings, including one stretHouston
ninth
when
the
threatened
in
era
39 66 .376 24is in the light of whether an actual net reduction in risks would men who had experienced and then auszing with conversation. The 40 not only knocked them off, 6-5, in ch during which he' retired a) con.
se 314 30a
Jim Gilliam and Tommy Davis sin- New york _
progressive mows or Mil men and women came from ; the first game of a Jou:1p.m. series .Wenn ve batters.
occur, or whether new and different risks might be created oterceme all the
Prank
struck
out
Bald-schun
gird
but
Fekbars Remits
Ken Retzer's two-run seventhiss of aicoholism, Alcoholism. Aloo- all walks of life. They used first but also knocked star third le...ease
which would leave matters worse off than before."
-." hobos Anonymous is an informal manias and spoke .with the easy I Rich Rollins into a hospital. The inning homer hfted Washington's Howard and retired Ron Pauly on 8t. Louis 4 Chicago 1
Cincinnati It Milwaukee 1, night
The Communists' obvpaus goal was and is, that of wearing organization whose members meet familiarity of old friends. In spite victory was the Yankees' 35th in 45 'Don Rudolph to his sixth win al- an infield out.
Face Seta Record
home games -- a .778 percentage though Ron Kline pitched the ninth.
Houston 7 New York 3, night
down the U.S. to a point of appeasement. And the principal U regular intervals in more than of any difference that might appear
two-run,
hit
a
Hiller
Chuck
ninth- Philadelphia'6 Los Angeles 5. nigh( e
9.000 groups in 82 couritriesIthrough- on. the surface, they looked as that compares with the AL record Ftetzer's blow came off Frank L,ary,
Pirate
'relief
homer
off
inning
concern of the U.S. has been whether an end of testing (on eut the world.
ace San Fran, 6 Pittsburgh 4, night
65-16 home mark they had in 1981. who suffered his fourth loss against
though they belonged together.
Rollins To Hospital
Today's Games
one win. Al Keane homered. for the Elroy Face, who set a major league
our part) would makie it possible.40r the Soviet Union clanA A is described as: "ahaelloemaking
his
360th
record
by
appear- St. Louis at Chicago
This was an open meeting. most
Tigers.
destinely to establish nuclear superiority.
ship of men and women year share of those present
Rollins
went
to
the
hospital
without
a
with
relief
ance in
start. Jack Cincinnati at. Milwaukee
were alcoholics,
It is no secret that the attainment of such a margin--• their experience, strength and hope but many were relatives and friends. a concussion of the left cheekbone
Fisher -won his fifth game for the
Francisco
with each other that they may solve
after
being
struck
by
a
wicked
Giants after the Pirates tied the PNiewy
You couldn't tell one from another.
usburg
weapons-wise, and for adoption to its Space psogram—has
ork
il at Houston,
8an
night
fellow had grounder hit by Hector Lopez. F,arlitheir common problem and help
score in the eighth on Johnny Log- Philadelphia at Los Angeles,
Thee harty. laughing
night
beei the Soviet aim.
others to recover from alcoholism
er, Lopez, delivered an even more
suas triple and a single by Bill Vita
never had one too many in his life
Senders Genies
Earl H. Voss, diplomatic correspondent of the Washing- The only requirement for member- It was the quiet woman next to darnainng blow — a two-run homer
4' don. Willie McCovey hit his 30th Philadelphia at Los
Angeles
ship is a desire to stop drinkina
that sent the Yankees off to a lead
of the season for the Giants. Pittsburgh at
ton Evening Star, provides another warning—in.a new book,
him who had been hospitelised four
San Francisco
they never lost.
Hoar did the executive, the houseHomers by Frank Robinson, Toni- St. Louis
times
before
she
found
A.
A.
at
Chicago, 2
entitled "Nuclear Ambush. The Test-Ban Trap." He cites the wife and the construr.uon foreman
Jim Bouton was tagged for two
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 2
come to A A? How were they helprecord:
Al heard three speakers that night. homers, two triples and two doubles
aPte
tt
ae
ckft°8e
c
minna
on five einMe: New York
y ilarPer
tas 18-hit attack
at Houston, night
Each sununarized his or her drink- but went 8a, innings to win his 13th
waukee pitchers. Joe Nuxhall pitch(1) The United States was duped by Russia in 1961, ed to help themselves?
The executive was referred to ing experience and told how he used game with the relief help of Steve
ed a seven-hitter and struck out
when the Soviets broke a moratorium on testing, With sericius A A by a doctor who suggested that
the A. A. program to maintain so- Hamilton. Lopez had three hits and
seven batters behind t h e attack
consequences.
he might be an alcoholic and said briety. The interpretation and pro- Elston Howard, Tony Kitek and
which routed Tony Cloninger in 1ss
FOR CORRECT
that
excesaive
be
drinking
might
innings and saddled him with his
cedure might be different, but the Bobby Richardson two each for the
(2) There is no foolproof way—in fact, it is virtually
the cause of Ms "nervous tension." results were the same. Each Judi- Yankees. Minnesota homer hitters
seventh defeat. Rose, Harper, Veda
impossible—to make sure the U.S. cannot be cheated that rather than the cure.
viduid had found his own way to were Zoilo Versalles and Johnny
way again.
He mentioned that alcoholism, in sobriety within the framework of Goryl.
DAY OR NIGHT
The Baltimore Orioles defeated
Atmospheric and underwater tests are relatively easy to the light of present medical know- A. A
ledge. is an incurable disease that
the Chicago White Sox. 6-0, the
detect. Underground explosions pose an altogether different gets progressively worse until it reMtos
ing
t jeolVed 14init.hbthute Lord'sf * Boston Red Sox edged the Los AnPrT
ah
ye
ermee
COURTESY
set of problems—as America knows by its own experience tolul" in
Insanity ar death. Whale were silent. They may have been geles Angels. 5-4, the Cleveland
make cheating impossible if a signatory power elected to there is no cure, the.ravages of the agnostics. or thOse. like Al, who had Indians nipped the Kansas City
arrested
not yet had time to rediscover faith. Athletics, 3-2, and the Washington
cheat, AND ALMOST ALL TACTICAL WEAPONS COULD
tai abst
c. canmencbee.
through ---t4). No matter, for A. A. has no reBE PERFECTED UNDERGROUND.
. "There's the rub. though We have ligious requirements for mernbership.
of
U.S. military leaders and many scientists are of the nothin7.outot4g.ainvet you that will either
Al ass still quite confused by the
inae
to suotailiy.000r,..irtheepe
Murray, Ky.
Clans they took him back to his hotel
opinion that a test ban, particularly one that is unenforceablt stopped macs up
doe- late that night. He sell had protoward any power that chooses to cheat, would be to the dis- tor said. "A A has helped some of
blems—moneys family and job proit will -help yott. blems
advantage of the United States. Certainly in any "race" it my
Patient&
would handicap development of this nation's weaponry, in"First things first." his sponsors
A spiritual advisor directed the said.-'Drinking is your bizgest producting the nuclear arsenal.
nousevale to A. A He told her that
bleat. When you straighten that out,
A Uniform Test Ban, universally and mutually applicable. alcoholism tail not a sign of weak yotell be able to handle the others.".
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
although it did lead to
character.
would be one thing. A theoretical prohibition—with loopholes
'rosy left heti then -with some of
deterioration of the spirit, as well
their experience, some of their
an:enmy could use and exploit—is something entirely differas of She mind and body.
strength and some of their hope.
. I Al. the construction foreman. re- They also gave . him a fats bars of
en t.
104 East Maple St.
TeL 753-3161
: stated similar advice. not only from
The Senate will want a close look at this advertised:
candy to offset the physical cravmedical men and the clergy. but
"agreement," reached by private diplomacy, whether or not ..frum friends. employers and familY. ing for a drink. some A A literature
to read if he couldn't sleep and two
It turns out to be related to Mr. Khrushchev's other objective. , lie was determined to control ale phone nionbers to call if he felt
drinking
others.
antliout
help
from
a "non-a:ggression" treaty.
.
that he couldn't put off a drink
.
. It Web not until he woke 'up in a
He's a slick article, With tricks up his sleeve, counting on 11-erd;rate hotel after a week-long until they returned the next day.
"I think I can make it," Al said
-16mge that he realised that—he- had
appeasement and gullibility.
And he did!
dote
all
The
he
could
onhi
own.
It's not time for anyboay's grand delusion to the contrary.
.ate two bars of candy. read
paunaes arid the desperate -resolves
As Author Voss concludes, the United States was fooled a,cs r,ot. enough He
t
.Hree
h
,n
e+
ca
was beaten. arid p
Pan1P
..—..
hlet4 . and
made
nde
to
'
tilhkalf
mremle,....._nhefjoueset
irye ,xaotfesi
ta
once. "If the Americans let it happen again, either in the test ne called A A.
he
members
Th
T
,
:li
y
aw
el
i
,y
came
to
see
turn.
field or general disarmament or some other area, we will
FOR TICKETS CALL 753-6843
lnrdbeejlttiedtate.Cwas done.
auha
have no one to blame but ourselves if Communism becomes of fact They told erAte1tTho
we
. Tsle:;ortvt th
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s
'
vetdr,m
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a
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How Alcoholics Anonymous
Works For The Individual

Visitors To Yankee Stadium
Lucky ToEscape With Teeth

6( 5

•

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

Read the Ledger's
Classifieds

753-6363

PEOPLES BANK

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

See...

"STARS IN MY CROWN"

the wave of the future."

had damaged the
and ow
,
I they obtained sobriety through
—Manville Banner '
• -- -thatAl
first time
1 Thueettsahe
had
—
ever heard anyone talk (rapid)
.
,
about the problem as it affected
,them 'rase were men like himself
ho had lost jobs, family and selfLEDGER & TIMLS FILE
respect. --These fellows knew the namelea
Waylon Rayburn. prominent attorney and Junior Past :fear of waking. only to wonder v.1
Head Consul of the Kentucky Jurisdiction, Woodmen of the terrible thing might have happenee
World, was appointed to the Society's important legal advi.s- al" night, before the fe*Ilng of not
alithat anfentr drink. yet needing_li_
ory committee of the SoVereign Caania,-alsong- with. -nine 4iither
one desperately
outstanding Woodmen of the nation.

Write Box 679 - Murray, Ky.

PLEAsEl

Ten Years Ago Today

The Braves won over the Tigers in the Junior League
luica that the fir* c..
.
23-4.
cher
area knew :oat 051
aa. ta asad inder'and
The senior art exhibit of LaVerne Turner, 011tsarlding
art student at Murray State College, is now on display in th•
Fine Arts Building On the MSC Campus.

Gospel Meeting
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
CHURCH OF CHRIST
akY •ftDu CAN 1
PPLEVENr
FoREst FIRES

'A HECK OF A WAY TO SPEND A PICNIC'—Ftemoved from an
ambulance at St_ Vincent's Hospital and hiding lti face with
a sheet, veteran actor Spencer Tracy says, "This is a heck
of a way to 'mend • picnic," He was stricken while he mid
actress Katharine Hepburn were preparing to go on a picnic.
Hisillness was diagnosed as a "congested lung condition'
and he Is said to ho "recovering, Inanaviag and fialing fine.*

JULY 28 - AUG. 4 - 3:00 & 8:00 P.M.

WINFORD CLAIBO4NE
EVANGELIST
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Press International
LAN .LEAGUR
w. L. Put. Gil
62 35 639
57 46 .563 8
54 45 545 9
54 46 .540 9,,
62 46 531 l049 52 485 16
46 52 465 17
48 66 462 1711
41 55 427 00, 4 *
35 64 .354 28
lay's Results
Angeles 4. night
Minnesota 5, night
.ansas City 2, night
Detroit 1. night
Meager 0. night
lay's Games
New York
at Cleveland
L Detroit

Boston
JUnaore, 2, twi-night
day's Games
iltinaore
t Detroit, 2
at Cleveland, 2
New York. 2
• Roston. 2
INAL LEAGUE
L

I-CELP WANTED AT ONCE, finance
counselor, young women age 25-40.
salary *50 per month plus bonus,
company will train, jobs unlimited.
Employment Agency 1627 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky. Dial 442-8161. - 2-37-C
WRITI'ER - F AS T, ACCURATE,
lucid writer for news releases, articles, etc. Must be college graduate
with at least five years experience
in newspapers or radio. Age 25 to 40
preferred. Please write or telephone
Mack Sisk, Director, Division of Industrial Promotion. 410 Ann Street,
Frankfort, Kentucky. CApitol 7-3488.

•

air conditioner with house. This one
has a real nice lot and utility room.
WANTED TO BUY
Haa P.H.A. loan which owner will
transfer. Full price $14,750. BARGAIN - EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom YELLOW EARED CORN Delivered
cottage on Blood River Owner will to the Co-op. Can use a load anylet all furtushulds go with the house. time. Now is a good time to move It
On blacktop roaM, has good well with before the weevils get it. Calloway
plumbing in the house, basement County Soil Improvement Asian., Dial
wider the house with garage. Owner 753-2824.
Aliso
will finance with as little as $600
down. ROBERTS REALTY, Phope
lie (SERVICES OFFERED I
PL 3-1651.

SALE

19% FOOT CRITISsleR Res factory
moulded plywood and fiber glass
hull. Will sell or trade for anything.
Has 1961 Johnson 75 h. p motor with
alternator and 12 volt battery. On
Lone Star factory trailer with 4
wheel tandum axles and tilting
loader with winch. Boat has full
equipment, convertible top ourtatns,
butane gas burners, disposable toilet. Sleeps 2 to 4 persona.
Has water speed indicator, menpass, fire extinguisher, electrical
horns, spot hies, and regulation
running lights. Ready to go. See
at 'Tabers Body Shop, 1301 Chest.1-29-P
nut. Phone 753-3134.

SPECIAL TYPE ROUTE WORK. 60
stops tleillY. 5% daya. Car and references necessary. Age 23 - 40. $80
weekly guarantee to start. Write
Box *2, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 2478038.
alc
MAN TO CUT GR.ASS at resort.
Come in person at the Lynnhurst
Resort.
2-37-C

3 BEDROOM HoUSE,, LIVING
room, dining room a ad kitchen.
Electric heat, full size basement
with garage attached. Nice shady
back yard. 1602 Vine St. Call PL 3lie
5017.

FOR. SALE Cheap, Cabin on Lake, 1 No. 3 FARM BELL COMPLETE
will sacrifice. Call 753-5236 between wtth post and rock. Call 489-2466.
6:00 p. m. and 9.00 p.m.
lip
CABIN ON LAKE, wIll sacrifice.
Call 753-5229 between 6:00 p. m.
2-27-P
and 9:00 p. m.

12ge

NOTICE

1960 RENAULT DAUPHINE, 4 DR.,
excellent condition. Phone 763-1982,
ltnc
WATTRESS APPLY IN PERSON at
Triangle Inn or phone PL 3-4953.
pee FLUTE, GOOD AS NEW. Call Hy 2.129p
2487.

SPECIAL, Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday througheett the month
of August PERMANENTS Reg.
*SO for $7.50, Reg. $10.50 for $8.50,
Reg. $15.00 for $10.50, Reg. $30 00 for
$15-50. Plaza Beauty Salon, 201 So.
5th Street, PL 3-2962.
..1-27-P

WATT SERVICE SET
_
LEXINGTON, Ky. ft1PD - Funeral
services will be held Friday at 11
a. m. iSISTIO from the First Presbyterian Church for Robert M. Watt,
chairman of the board of directors

FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press International
LOUISVILLE oft - The projected
weather forecast, for the five-day
period. Saturday through Thursday,
by the U. S. Weather Bureau:
Temperatures will average near
normal. Kentucky normal mean is
77. Louisville normal extremes ag
and 66.
Seasonably warm and humid for
most of the period. A few periods
of scattered thundershowers will
total one-half inch or more locally.

MARY ROBERTS is now associated
27 SURPLUS VEHICLES. Contact with Jean Weeks Beauty Shop and
Kentucky Division of Forestry of- invites her patrons and friends to
5 ROOM BRICK AND STONE home floe, Mayfield, Ky.
j29c call on her. Other operators are
Jean Weeks, Kyoko Cooper and
completely modern. electric heat,
tub and shower bath. Just off Story HOUSE IN CIRCARAMA. THREE Kay Adams. Jean Weeks Beauty
Avenue, near shopping area. $55 per bedroom brick, nice hardeood floors Shop, 603 Vine Street, Phone 753..1-31-C
j29c and carport. Owner will leave-drapes, 1984.
month Phone 753-1962.
-
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Ir. by United Feature Syndaiite,

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUT/IS

CEEMUSiuikEN YOU BORROW

LL/HEN 4C.) BORROUJ 6C/AEONES
60460tt5 CRA40.45,0 CRALiONS, WHAT 16 -THE ONE
WHAT 16 ONE THIN6
THING AWE ALL. ELSE,THAT
WV DONT DC?
YOU MAKE 9.NE YOU DCN'T

YOU DON'T LEAVE THEM
OUT IN THE SUN!

I'LL GIVE 'fa/ A HNT...

414
akik

fyI
• /I

°rya,/ Non rawest, Neer!!

. 7 r Dona
art"(
nip Amazin
KAN
HARNE1

62 * .614
57 411 .56$ 6
- -• 56
46 Me 6%
47 .589 7%
46 .535 3
. 53 49 .520 9'a
50 50 .300 11,
1
50 Si .485 12
39 66 376 24",
32 70 .314 30,a
ilers Reeling
alc.ago 1
Milwaukee 1, night
w York 3. night
6 Los Angeles 5. night•
Pittsburgh 4, night
day's Games
Chicago
, Milwaukee
. San Francisco
Houston, night
at Los Angeles, night
idars Genies
at Los Angeles
San Francisco
Micago, 2
Milwaukee, 2
Houston, night

1-31eruber of
Parliament
tabbr •
4-Abstains
from food
5-Get up
6-Avoided
7-Chinese mils
8-A state
9-Cry ilk.
sheep
10-Comparative
ending
12-Babylonian
deity
14-Symbol fog
tellurium
17-Arrow
10-Sweet potat•
24-Slave

t11-LatIn
conjunction
40-Diphthong
41-Card game
43-Ventilates
43-Lair
47-Downpour
60-Flindu
ejaculation
52-Real estate
map
63-Mournful
56-LaMb's pen
name
58-Part of
flower
60-Prefix: twice
6I•Dwell
63-Shoulder
(fort.)
SS-Spanish title
66-Compass

HAVE TRA(Jii,jig rotary curter, will
mow vacant lots, fields, school yds,
church yds. If you have clipping to
do call-day 753-2626, nights 7533-27-C
4639.

FOR RENT

GO.

___

ACROSS
1-Portuguese
title
4-Note of scale
6-Excuse
(cotton.)
11-Reveal Itself
13-Purple flower
15-Parent
(oollors.)
16-Stage
whisper
hi-Existed
19-Work at
ass's trade
31-Former
Russian ruler
21-Coolisti lava
•
2)-Declares
26-Man's
nickname
29-Coin
31-A bound
33-Brother of •
Odin
14- Printer's
measure
16-Fabulous
bird
111.-River In
.'Wales

1.

A

____

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•

lohnny Edwards had 0
ce for the Reds
four-hit pitching and
.wo-ruh homer paved
an easy victory over
vas Gibson's 12th win
While Paul Toth was
a sixth defeat.

P. t

PAGE IMRE!

of the Kentuc• ky Utilities Co. Watt
died unexpectedly Tuesday at lus
home here.

id Is Sad
Mets

v.1..

sew.
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-`42?... IF YOU NM A
CitiAR,5E.....

Mi ea° as they aloe lie this ,drove up to the house, the butler
CA.4? OF CillaRACYFR.4
imam
Way Paillt•rneil
tsy emergt.0 with WI.11471. aterson
laihtii •• will work out in the end
ta
belle
Mram
Cominsna thai ..tri.i•ii luithei is. Shook net head. sne could not and the two oldest ooss
qualtutiSO Hum trust nerseu to reply.
thu,,'the
and Robert While Dorcas note
eriaeoi In. too,.ar moon
Imo prepared them in a tesnion,
WIlliess- Vistereses-Oeter• father.
grant 'roan Instant: woo
their taces mower' tow disVerge(' u• nay tote • tortoni! 53
turbance at the first glimpse of
t
n
eescoc
suc
a mercnani satnowtter
ea.
t
arr
te
ilt
te
.
'a
ater
E
Claws
IN
1
me get ner ,ip411bres• Patterwt•- Wilitent I nighot long rides anc broken penou ; Betsy. -Help
born American wile alic IP
father called. Halfnoshent1 p ril.:10 super, ot rest the Pattersons arrived' stairs,- their
give tc ne
carried, flail-walking. Betsy
risers of the tines of their la obit at the Randolph estate
dren.
awed ettendants.
1,1 you re •xhausted and passed the
Jersos Iloasparle - Napoleon a
reunites? nr.rthet who, ts "Win. you're going straight tc • , ' From tier Coed she aearo Mr.
is . Yren.t• warsbir en
Patterson talking with Dorcas,
route 1.1-0131 in. Werol Indies I,. France Mrs. Randolph announce(' Wmie
the
two aptogether
for the unpendinit war with ISngland the youngez members 01 the and
the proached_
Determined to meet the nandsorne I clan clustered around them,
William's lips tightened as he
-Jerome Sotastiarta. SCI-1110 arilLIR.ao pito tel riersell ix drawn tor-4
as imotatioe to ' the Dora, races, I
a Cup Came within the lamplight, Dor-wherr, 13...maparte was to be a guest I" warci inside she sippeca at
Flee rather • 7nexpected app.-gran., el tea, nit off pieces ot toast. cas would speah tor him 'Child,
ruined net scherne-he took Relay
net maim *I ain't your lather sees now what this
num. too arm net to the Patterson anct gnome
When Mrs. i means to you ana Jerome We
meow, mane But Betsy arose there swallow any more
sato the next mornitri and rode
Randolph aria ner eldest daugh- nope you won't rush things out
mule the twenty mile/ beck tc Rar
terror. to srt•no • nail in honor
ter drew the Winds and tiptoed we'll try to understand a little
Jerome.
rhea, tarrnal tntroduetion out, Betsy sank oacx on the oea. more now you reel
you can
war an mount mutual success and
With -rimming Betsy ventured see rum when you like.▪
.avisnine Ma attentions as ner
•sl, in Retire', downstairs, where she took a
t.nrt.
•
Betsy pushed nersen up -Will
lerome's silb tongue won
parontll
ove the parents to •ontinued meet- mouthful of coffee and nothing you let nnn Know I'm °tick,
salted Dernliasinn
inir• anti'
more. At the sight of hei drawn right away': Immediately, nowPatterson demanded
nuirr• Retay
then that they watt Cy months to lace, the Randolphs grew com• evez, a wave of weakness seized
be sure of their minds.
passionate. You II be oetter„iny her, ano sne put out net nano
dear once you ye really rested," -No, give me a tew days more,
CHAPTER 11
Mrs. Randolph assured her.
ano tell turn I'm home Out not
EFORE ions Betsy PatterWhile she 'ay listlessly on a up to seeing nim yet. I will be,
son sensed that sne nad unsofa in the oreeze-swept hall- though, and soon,"
derestimated net lathers re- way. she thought ot lerocne as
• • •
sources. as well as his determin- be protested warmly to her fafirst caller was HennER
ation to nave tus own way. thei and told net they were to
ette Reuben, and with tier
Afler supper one night. ne spoke regard themselves as engaged.
friend's opening words Betsy
with quiet authority. "Mrs Patrealized,
Her mother, Betsy
knew that she brought some
terson. you remember that the was watching her with ever-Inkind of disquieting news. Alert
Randoirms sent us an Invitation creasing apprehenslon. A few
at once, she sat up, patted the
to visit them?"
Patterson
Mrs.
when
days later.
pillows into place, and raced
Their cousins along the James told net ithe roof written to Wil- Hennette. "Of course, I'm well
River had, many ties with the liam Patterson, the girl nodded enough to talk," she said.
Pattersons. and at another time absently and looked away. What "Where are Jerome and GenWilliams worda would nave de- did It matter now? Why hadn't eral Reuben ?"
lighted Betsy. Tonight, as 'Nor, Jerome sent a message? Surely
"Over In Washington City for
cas iowered the sewing to her he must have heard where she
a few days, to call on President
lap, Betsy stared in disbelief.
was.
Jefferson and other officials."
Ignoring her frown. William
The following week found her After a moment's silence, Henriwent on. "I know I sato we worse. When Mrs. Randolph ette took Betsy's hand. "I think
wouldn't be able to go But now. brought a tonic, her remedy for
I ought to warn you that the
all things ronsiderecl. It will be all ailments, the girl forced it French charge d'affaires, Pla good time for you to make the down, then retched. With that chon, isn't-1Sn't sympathetic to
viSit
her mother acted. As soon as you."
"For how long." Betsy's Betsy slept again. Dorcas wrote
"Fiction?" Betsy's brow
own
her
voice sounded thus in
a second hurried note to her
creased. "I've never heard of
husband.
ears.
in the morning she greeted him."
"Oh. two months or a bit
"Anyway, he keeps telling
Betsy with decision in her voice.
longer."
Jerome that he mustn't marry
In spite of herself Betsy cried "At the end of the week we'll
you. that Napoleon would be
out, and net mother gave a low start tor home and go by slow
Improve furious and Jerome's career
murmur. Surely Jerome Bona- stages. That is, it you
would be wrecked. Pichon's
parte nadn t expected her to be enough to stand the trip. I've
written letters to France resent away like that! And Bet- advised your father to expect
porting everything you and ne
try's mind returned to the other us Oetore long."
Almost tervently, Betsy rave aye done Worst of all, he's
girls who flocked around him.
to Dorcas. From then on advising Jerome that it's his
thanks
her
to
came
William's voice
to take milk and duty to go home- right away"
managed
she
of
two
the
help
will
again. -This
Betsy's hands tightened beseveral bland
added
and
fruit
feel
you
how
out
you to find
fore her until the Knuckle!
leave;
to
ready
be
"I'll
dishes.
each
from
away
while your.
her showed white. It all sounded
other." When he folded Ms arms you'll sec," she assured
ominous.
mother.
Betsy
gesture,
precise
with a
Henriette read the pain in
gain,"
some
showing
You-Ye
'
to
good
no
do
would
it
knew
mayn't be quite
Dorcas conceded, "but I'm not Betsy s face. "It
was
she
and
appeal,
or
argue
quite sure . . ." At the end of so bad, my dear. When I last
silent
Patterson still talked to Jerome, he said he
Dorcas. however made an ef- the week Mrs.
catching her was practically in despair befort. "Mx. Patterson, are you hesitated, until,
just
arm. Betsy pleaded, and the cause he couldn't find out
,sure-"
were given to start home. where you were."
"Yea, m sure!" -His anger orders
Grateful for the words. Betsy
Lying back during much of
I'll write Lieutenant
broke.
she appeared to gather pressed Henriette's arm. "You're
Bonapa e right now, and if the trip,
With every mile that not malting some of thls up, so
either of you wants to send hlm strength.
them closer to Balti- that I'll feel better?" Reasmessages, be sure you do it brought
back. She had a
understand? more, her spirit rose. At the sured, she sank
through me, do you
few more days in which to preshe
spire,
distant
a
of
sight
before
The carriage will start
not keep back the tears, pare herself for Jerome's renoon, and 1 advise you to begin could
Dorcas took her hand. "It's turn, 11 be did return. She caught
and
your packing."
going to be
all right, daughter; it'll be all herself; he was
When William Patterson left,
with her again.
now."
right
ner
console
Dorcas tried to
Tomorrow),
A moment or two after they (To Be Continued
daughter. "Betsy, things aren't

•NE *Tee kJ/AWE 7
PAC ThE CJTHFR ral he PI seE AA"
HEASC, otA1 Bettie ,.:411LIMalri

SPY eat VS1,1
EXECUIED
W2 CEREMONY, IF YOU MEE NOT,
AS Val CLAW,`CU WILL REALIZE
Tee NEW OF PROTECTING nie
amauTion MD ACCEPT
CUE APOLOISES.

gag

by Don Sherwood

-0,404111111

DAN FLAGG

VISITS TRACY-Louise Tread.
well, former actress and estranged wife of actor Spencer Tracy, leaves St_ Vincent's Hospital in Los Angeles at ter visiting the
stricken actor. He la reported recovering from a respiratory attack. She said, "We
hope to be able to take him
home in two or three days."

by Ernie Bashmiller

NANCY

BCY---THIS 10
A SWELL SAND
CASTLE

ROLLO, THE RICH
SAID HE WAS
COMING- HERE TO
BUILD ONE,TOO

KID,

H

LES BANK
of
array, Ky.

Co. Inc.
I. IN MURRAY

IE DEAL
753-3161

•

!OWN"
6843
•

Cy.

ting
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1ST

•

00 P.M.
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.a

AERIE

by Raebarn Van Buren

AN' SLATS

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO,A`i IT,
DOC!
TELL YOU THIS, BECKY, BUT

DR. SPLATT ASKED ME
TO ADVISE YOU THATSO HARD TO

a's

.
R
LOVE SLATS- NO MATTEHOW SICK HE IS. NO, DOC - HE'LL
NEED ME MORE THAN EVER. WHEN
HE COMES HOME!

NEVER; I

--THAT IF HE WERE IN
`1041R PLACE HE WOULD
DIVORCE SLATS-- THAT

THE SLATS OF TODAY Iswr
THE SAMS PERSON AS THE
MAN YOU MARRIED.'
•

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER

THE FIRST CITY TO BE HIT3Y
THE SHRINK'SPRAY IS
WASHINGTON,D.C.-

-IS THIS ONE
MEASL'1 CAN 0"
BEANS!!

ANI'-61-)LP.FAH GOTA
APPYTITE
LIKE A
1-1055!Y

IT 1-/ITS!!'

•••
Ore
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-4947

Vomeedf- Mae
, Plans Complete _Par

NORTH FORK NEWS

Wedding .4ugust 3

•

Paschall spent the week end with
friends in Nashville.
Miss Judy Paschall spent the week
end with Linda Wade.
Susan Sykes spent a few days last
week with her grandparents.
Mrs. ,Onte Orr spent last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Barden Nance.
Mr. and Mrs: Cone Kuykondoll and
Mrs. Oyna Orr viaited in the Nance
home Saturday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Dorris Kuykendoll
visited Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendoll Sunday.

Bro Vaden is in the revival at
Plans have been completed for Spring Hill Baptist. Church where
the wedding of Miss Lilly Evelyn Bro. Warren Sykes is Pastor.
Williams. daughter of Mr. and Mrs., Mr and Mrs. Frances Deering
Wayne Williams. and Kim Wilson and daughter are here from Detroit
Wallis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat on a two weeks vacation visiting
Mr. and Mrs Tom Wilson and other
The wedding ceremony will be per- relatives.
formed at the college Church of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Holley from
Christ Saturday afternoon, Aue•est
3. at 3 o'clock by Mr. Paul Hodges, Detroit are spending this week in
minister of the College Church of Jones Mill with relatives.
Mrs. Ella Morris was taken sick
Christ
Saturday, July 27
Miss Williams has chosen her Saturday. Dr. Paschall called to see
Council Three of the Toastmistaunt. Mrs. A. D Pollock, as her her Monday Those visiting her Sunmatron of honor. Miss Elaine Cun- day afternoon were: Bro. and Mrs. ress Club will meet with the Murif Mrs.
ningham of Cadiz and Miss Laurel Vaden. Mr. and Mrs. George Jenk- ray Club at the home
Parker of Murray will serve as ins, Mrs Morris Jenkins, Tommy and Charles Ryan, Glendale Road. Exbridesmaids. Miss !teary Jane Wal- Kenny Mrs. Milford Orr and Terry ecutive board meeting at 9 am.,
10 to 12 and
lis, sister af the groom, will be the Lee. Mr. and Mrs Oman Paschall. general meetings from
2 p.m. Lunch will be served.
junior bridesmaid. ande Miss Jo Ann Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key. Mr. and 1 to
Members note change of Meeting
Williams. sister of the bride. will be Mrs. Clayton Morris, Mrs. Ralph
date.
sgrs.
DougMr
and
and
Gallimore
girl.
flower
the
•••
Mr wants has chosen Harold, las Vandyke.
A golf dance for adult members
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins and
Shoemaker as best man. Ushers will
and their out of town guests to
r be Jimmy Rose. Ham p Wiggins Mr. and Mrs. It 0 Key visited last
held at the Calloway County
Brooks, James Atkins. Jack Wallis, Saturday with Mr and Mrs Charlie be
Wicker and Mr. Jack Key in Pa- Country Club will be held from 9
and Ernie Williams.
1 am. Hostesses are MesA choral group composed Of Mrs. ducah. Mn. Key hasn't been so p.m. to
dames Buddy Hewitt, Alfred Lind, Cleo Grogan, Mrs. Bob Miller, Mss. well for the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance, Mrs. sey, Ross McClain, C. C. Lowry,
John Edd Scott. and Mr. Ernie Rob
Clara Wicker and Ancil attended Louis Ryan. and John Querterznous.
-. Bailey will provide the music.
A formal reception will be held in church at Oak Grove Sunday night.
Mrs J. B Irvin and Mrs. Sue
the small auditorium in the base,
merit of the church immediately Nance visited Mrs. Ara Nance Monfollowing the ceremony. All friends' day.
and relatives are invited to the wed- - Mr and Mrs Nathamal Orr and
Regina. and Mr and Mrs. J. B. Orr
ding and the reception.
and daughter visited Tellus Orr
Sunday afternoon. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall,
Mrs. Martha Paschall. and Mrs.
Lilly Paschall visited L. W Pa.sehall
in Murray Sunday. He rs just out of
the Nashville Hospital and is doing
fine.
Tony Nance spent Friday with
Miss Joan McCuastion,' August
bride-eject of Dan Gardner. was the Danny Morton.
Bro Vaden was called to Memphis
honoree at a delightful shower Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. May- last Wednesday because his ion
nard Ragsdale on South 6th Street Richard and daughter Carol were
The hostesses for the occasion food poisoned They were real sick
SUED FOR $1 MILLION -A $1
were Mrs. Ragsdale. Mrs Claud but both of them are much better
million damage s.nt :ins 1,:en
now
White Jr and Mrs. Fred Gardner
filed against stage and TV
Mr and Mrs Jack Lampkins
For the occasion Miss McCuistion
star Arlene Francis (above)
dacron dress and son and alas Beauton Nance
selected a light
• In Brooklyn. N Y., by the
trimmed with tiny tucks and lace from Mayfield visited Mrs. Iva Pashusband of a woman killed
She was presented a corsage of chall and family last Friday
in a collision of his car and
Mr and Mrs. Prances Deering.
white glarnelisa
• car Miss Francis was drivRefreshments of cake, punch. nuts Mn. Orrie Wilson and Mrs Lillie
ing last May 26. The man,
and mints were served from the Paschall visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Joseph A. Arcoa, 34, charges
tea table covered with pink damask and Mrs. R D. Key Monday afterthe actress with negligence
.n.
overlaid with pink'net and - cm
and driving *an a careless
Sgt. Charles "Buleh" Paschall is
with a large arrangement of pink
and reckless manner."
carnations and mums. The table home for two weeks He and Eddie
—
appointments were in crystal
w77/27./777i
v:722mTimimminz r. ivnyinammyrz
egggg
Games were played and prizes
were won by Wt. Hollis Roberts.
Mrs Joe Pat Farley. Miss Meredith
Farley and Mrs, Hill Gardner, Mr
Gardner's mother.
Approximately forty persons wert
present or sent gifts

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Clock Watching Tops $5,000
photographer Kalman Papp (inset)
Perched on a "cherry picker," State
Coins
floral cluck at the State Capitol.
snapped this unusual...tree-top view of the
mark this-month, adding up to
8:.1.000
'the
passed
clock
floral
the
tossed into
fund
child-care agencies and a scholarship
new recreation equipment for State.
the Garden Club of
by
awarded
are
ps
scholarshi
The
for horticulture students.
the state. Cherry-picker for the
Kentucky, Inc.. en-sponsor of the clock with
. occasion was proviled by the City of 'Frankfurt.

At Your gervioe

•••

1

AlcCuiston
Is Honoree At
Shower Tuesday

•

rs. Lloyd Jackson tearfully
TWO CHILDREN DROWNED—M
learning pat anhugs her two Surviving daughters after
first attempt
other daughter and son had drowned in their
youngsters, five and
at wading in Lake Anatoona, Ga. The
shore and
six years old, driewned less than 10 feet from
water rescue.
within sight of a Civil Defense team practicing
'eaome Lederer, director of the Flight Safety Foundation.

ANNOUNCING
THE REOPENING OF

•
CO.
WARDEN ELECTRIC
of 121 Broatiiiity - Paducah, Kentucky

• MOTORS REWOUND. RF.PAIRED and REBUILT
• NEW AND USED MOTORS SOLD
— TELEPHONE 4434622 —

Ir—C"

WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
tin. your *rut, Prescription
111 moo

WI MU. BE OLOSED from
a.m. to 1 s00 p.m. for Church Hour

PERSONALS

Buffet table is set with paper platters and
RAPER PI:0UL UTt are aids-iii entertaining.
as well LS & select.an of paper cups.
plates,
paper
of
saes
several
a caddy tr.,:
gy riran u IlattlrArit
WOMEN'S wont may-never
"be done. bat :as far
easier than it atal *to be,
thanks to pteleets te.at save
time and effort.
High on 'this 1:st is paper
service, now being used in increasing amounts- by homemakers because it is disposable and lightens the load of
dish-washing.
It. A Trap
It's a blessing. indeed, for
as any homemaker k.nows tie.
kitchen is a trap! It seems y(
no sooner finish cleaning
after one meal than .you have
'to'embarie on preparation Ica
another.
enPaper servIce %needs
ing-up tirrie'-and gives :.•
chance to tackle other thiess
It makes doing dishell
simple as filing them. in the
disposal cofttainer.
Other Assets
In addition to its m.-waving virtue, paper plates have
other assets. ,
For one, they're nan'-breakre
able. .For ant,•_Ler,
easy to stack and snare. Teen,
too, they're ee:y aec,!et ea.
a
with% attrar !...i
rr
patterns that 2 .r.2
Ionia' motifs to rnalern ones.
Nowadays, they make tabie
settings pretty as wel. as
practical. ,
• Don't overleok-theefaat
L.oy're lightwe.e.1 ti. Traa
a 1.

help a
ROUND PAPER containers in pint and quart sizes
homemaker to freeze away summer fruits and vegetables.

I. In Siek
'
"L
Above- art

ma
in

After use in the sick room,
they can be disposed of immediately.
If fou haven't discovered'
the--wonders of such paper
products, give them a lookLPyond their aPe 'You may not be able to
aeper service afford a maid, but with paper
rps, lie when plates and no d.shes to do
ai the family. you really don t need one!

Availible in pint and quart
sizes. they can be nested
-when hot -a.. use anti stored in
taaaei arta,.

v

•

Calling All Travelers.

•

Starting Sunday !

Abigail Van Buren

Recent guests of Mr and Mr.
Clem Moore and son Gary were Mr
and Mrs Bob Coles and son . Greg
of St Louis, Missouri and M. and
Mrs. Ronrue Moore and son Mike of ml2=3:=
Louisville. Mr. Moore es".1.1 enter
is no
DEAR ABBY: Please give the • DEAR ABBY: You say there
Murray State College here for the
a break and ask I discrimination in cities. Well, you
folks
station
gas
live
will
the
family
and
semester
fall
, wrong. At this very momthe vacationing public to have mercy I are 100here.
on against
on u.s They drive up, grab a laase era there is discriminati
and rinse off their cars. It doesn't hiring overweight people for steno,
bother them that they make a mess graphic work. I went on interview
for others to walk through. They after interview and was turned:
want their windshields cleaned, but down. I was finally told outright
my !
don't need gas. And they've bought that I wasn't hired because of
overThey even ask to borrow your tools. *eight I am only 27 pounds
But
their oil by the case somewhere else. weight and cm trying to lose it.
If
They pile out in eroves so use the In the meantime I heve to live.
do
restroom. Sometimes they spend half given a etLaice. I'm rure I could
This
an hour in there--changing clothes. as good a jab as any thin girl.
of opporOur regular customers can't get in Is certainly not the land
for the free loaders In a nice clean tunity for the heavy-set person.
STARVING.
business like a liquor store, the
customer spends more in 30 seconds
STARVING: While "apDEAR
than he does at a service station for pearance." do play an Important{
a 500-mile trip. And the clerk doesrole in job-getting, a 27-pound roll
n't have to clean windshields, check shouldn't disqualify you for every
lighter fluid or anything The cus- job. There must be other factors
tomer doesn't expect a thing except
• • •
the right change and a paper tale
to put the bottle in. He even gets
DEAR ABBY: We run a restauoiled on his own time and off the rant and have hired a good profespremises. Thanks a lot.
sional organist. We have a few
• "LEFTY
patrons who like to play "a couple
• • •
of ditties" on our organ when they
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year old come In. When they ask, we hate
girl who needs help desperately. I to turn them down, so we tell them
consider myself lucky because I have to go right ahead and play a "PIECE
a nice family and we have every- OR TWO". The trouble is, once they I
thing we need My big problem (and ,sit down we can't get them to quit
please don't laugh' is that I have It offends the hired organist, and
a mustache. Boys are always telling besides, the other patrons don't en-'
me I need "a shave". Even some of joy these amateurs as much as the ,
my girl friends hale- tried to tell amateurs think they do. Other resme in a nice way that I'd be pretty taurant owners must have this probIf I got rid of that mustache. I don't lem, too. Abby. Will you print this,
want to shave it off, arid I'm afraid with your answer and help us all?
BOX 660
to use some of the stuff I see ad:
•
vertised because rye heard it could
DEAR BOX: The way to solve
rough like a your problem is to put a stop to It
'DUD,' SAY YANKS--Amerileave my upaer
can buyers in Parts say
man's beard. or maybe it would before it starts.
designer
Jacques
• • •
French
leave scars Can you help me?
Helm's long-skirt "bombMUSTACHED
For a personal reply, send n selfshell" is a dud, after attendDEAR MUSTACHED: You are a
to
ing Ms fall-winter fashion
very wise young lady to consider so addressed, stamped envelope
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